Nuclear for Climate @COP28 - Delivery Team Application

Nuclear for Climate (N4C) is appointing a delivery team of youth volunteers from across the globe to plan and implement a year-long N4C campaign and a packed 2-week agenda for the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) Conference of Parties (COP).

This year, COP28 will be held in the United Arab Emirates will be held from 30th November - 12th December 2023.

**Commitment Dates for Delivery Team and Volunteers:**
- Delivery Team Lead roles: March 2023 - January 2024
- Delivery Team Support roles: March 2023 - January 2024
- Nuclear for Climate Delegate Volunteers: September - December 2023
- Nuclear for Climate Task Force! - Academic Summer 2023 - December 2023

**Delivery Team Leads Role Description:**

- **Communications Lead** - Set out the communication strategy and plan Nuclear for Climate campaign and lead a team to implement the campaign, using social media, newsletters and other means to raise knowledge of N4C and nuclear’s position in the combat against climate change. Develop an "at COP communications plan" in collaboration with the Events & Activities lead, aligning with COPs thematic days, generating and posting content from COP.
- **Events & Activities Lead** - plan pre-COP and @COP events including preparing themes, arranging speakers, making applications for events such as panels, networking events, social events and UN approved side events and moments of activism (COP actions). Lead a team to implement the organization of events.
- **Youth Lead** - set out strategy for Nuclear for Climate involvement in COY (Conference of Youth) and lead a team to implement the strategy, apply for Nuclear for Climate to attend COY. Work alongside other leads, support youth led communication and events & activities for COP28.
- **Host Country Coordinator** - lead the strategy for engaging with host country United Arab Emirates through UAE government relations management and building collaboration opportunities with national and local organizations and NGOs. Support other local logistic tasks as required.
- **Delegation Management Lead** - Prepare training and briefings for delegates, develop a delegate’s code of conduct and volunteer pack. Coordinate badge allocation with the UN Observer Focal points. Be the first point of contact with delegates. Plan delegation induction for both weeks of COP and arrange a buddy system for delegates.
- **Donation Liaison Lead** - Seek donors, management of relationship with donors, creating terms of donation, supported by the treasurer.
• Support Roles - Support leads to implement and execute tasks in different committees.

Application Process

The process is as follows:

• Review role description and fill out the following application form by February 15, 2023
• Successful candidates will be interviewed for a discussion between February 20 - 28, 2023.
• There will be a second round of application for volunteers in June 2023.

Preference for the Delivery Team roles will be given to those who:

• Held leadership position in an NGO, in the energy industry or in a research institute
• Have attended a clean energy conference (e.g COP, CEM) in the past in any capacity.

*Preferred candidates for these roles will be aged 15 - 24 in line with UN definition of youth.